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Stella Payne is forty-two, divorced, a high-powered investment analyst, mother of eleven-year-old
Quincy&#151;and she does it all. In fact, if she doesn't do it, it doesn't get done, from Little League
carpool duty to analyzing portfolios to folding the laundry and bringing home the bacon. She does it
all well, too, if her chic house, personal trainer, BMW, and her loving son are any indication. So what
if there's been no one to share her bed with lately, let alone rock her world? Stella doesn't mind it
too much; she probably wouldn't have the energy for love&#151;and all of love's nasty
fallout&#151;anyway.But when Stella takes a spur-of-the-moment vacation to Jamaica, her world
gets rocked to the core&#151;not just by the relaxing effects of the sun and sea and an island full of
attractive men, but by one man in particular. He's tall, lean, soft-spoken, Jamaican, smells of citrus
and the ocean&#151;and is half her age. The tropics have cast their spell and Stella soon realizes
she has come to a cataclysmic juncture: not only must she confront her hopes and fears about love,
she must question all of her expectations, passions, and ideas about life and the way she has lived
it.Told in Stella's own exuberant, dead-on, dead honest voice, How Stella Got Her Groove Back is
full of Terry McMillan's signature humor, heart, and insight. More than a love story, it is ultimately a
novel about how a woman saves her own life&#151;and what she must risk to do it.
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For a writing style that is similar to the style I am writing this review in you will find a lovely story of a
42 year old woman who falls in lust with a 21 year old man whose best characteristic is that he
kisses real nice and she has a son who tells her age is just a number so she goes ahead and
continues the relationship if you like long run-on sentences without a comma or a period and can
relate only to kids fresh out of highschool then this book is for you because thats the basic contents
of the story really really I mean you will read long paragraphs and feel like you have to hold your
breath just to read it and I got tired of the constant highschoolish jitters she got as she would wait by
the phone for Winston to call and she'd have to be reassured each time that yes indeed he does
care for her and there is nobody else I recommend this book highly if you want an easy read that
you can read in a half an hour because it is easy to skip the long rambling parts.

Main Entree: "How Terry lost her groove, oops ur, How Stella got her Groove back"Ingredients:1
cup washed up writer1-1/2 tablespoons of boredompinch of mindless fluff3 quarts long run-on
sentences/paragraphs1 3oz. package of single, wealthy career momInstructions:1 Go on vacation2
meet a young man3 come back and write about your experience (Word for painstaking word)4 Have
no regard for punctuationMakes (about): Thousands of angry fans*no experience or talent
necessary*expected time: 3 weeks to write, 3 painstaking weeks to get through, if you don't poke
your eyes out first-

Usually I enjoy a book more than the movie. In this case it was the opposite. Ms. McMillan has
created a self-absorbed character who is more concerned with her own appearance (and the
appearance of others) than any other quality.It is hard to understand why Stella is so smitten with
her young love interest, as their conversation seems on a level with a couple in high school. She
continually demonstrates the self esteem of a high school girl as well; each time she doesn't hear
from Winston for a little while she is convinced he doesn't really care for her, despite his protests to
the contrary.After reading 3/4 of this book, that centered mostly on her possessions and status
symbols (hair, clothes, car, home furnishings, music, etc.), I found I had to put it down. When I
began reading this book I enjoyed the run-on, stream of consciousness style of the author; but
reading about Stella's self-absorbed world finally became too boring an experience to want to finish

it.I often share my books with friends, but in this case I would be embarrassed to do so.

Don't pick up "Stella" expecting something serious and deep. Read it for what it is - a fun romance
that's light and airy and meant to take you and your mind into a world away from today's every day
grind.Stella decides to take a last minute trip to Jamaica, and winds up having the time of her life
and meeting the man of her dreams, a man a LOT younger than she is! But who cares? Stella does
at first, and fights this battle all the way til the end. She falls madly in love with Winston, who is
barely in his 20's, but he's the kind of man she's always dreamed of, and they "click"!I loved the
style of the book - the rambling sentences that took us into Stella's mind. I loved the time she spent
in Jamaica, and the fact that she had the guts to do this trip (it is something I've done myself, on a
similar whim!! I can totally relate!). Stella teaches us that you dont' have to be stuck in your rut and
conform - go and do what makes you feel good! Have fun!!

Like another reviewer, I, too, recently decided to re-read this book in light of McMillan's highly
publicized divorce from Jonathan Plummer, my morbid curiosity wanting to see if I had missed any
"clues" in my first reading, over six years ago, that could have tipped me off to the eventual demise
of their relationship.And I, too, apparently didn't realize how badly-written it was the first time
around. The run-on sentences, the two-dimensional characters, and of course, the endless,
pointless descriptions of Stella's clothes and furniture and hotel rooms...The love story in and of
itself is sweet, but gets buried under the page-long sentences and laundry lists of Stella's many,
many posessions, of which Winston, in a lot of ways, seems to be just another: the huge funky
house, the nice car, the dizzying wardrobe of swimwear, and then the hot young Jamaican lover. I
think the only reason Stella lost her groove in the first place is it was burried in her closet under a
mountain of brand-new CDs and expensive clothes.

I loved Waiting to Exhale -- this book is not as "deep" psychologically speaking, but it's a fun romp in
Jamaica. No one gets inside the upper middle class black mind like MacMillan. She's not going for
Shakespeare here, so give her a break -- this is a fun book to be enjoyed and savored. I think more
readers should be happy that for once we have positive and strong black literary characters who are
financial successes. I hope both black and white children will learn something from these books
alone the lines of there are plenty of successful black women -- not all black people play basketball
or deal drugs! The sexual plot is throughly enjoyable -- I think MacMillan must have had a ball
writing this one. For an enjoyable read, pick it up!
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